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Introduction
Many pension fund leaders are making responsible investments in the real economy - in strategic
industries, small and medium enterprises (SMEs), affordable and work- force housing, and economic
and social infrastructure, for example – and for good reason. Such investments provide portfolio
diversification benefits and higher return potential, and most importantly, because of their long-term
nature, align with the long-term goals of pension fund investments. While these investments are
generally classified as "alternative" investments, we are including, for this report, fixed income
investment when applied to green bonds and mortgage backed securities.
 
Responsible alternative investments have witnessed strong growth over the last number years. The
U.S. SIF reported an estimated $588 billion in responsible alternative investment vehicles in 2018,
up from approximately $38 billion in 2010. Traditionally, responsible alternative investments have
been classified as economically targeted investments (ETIs). More recently, a growing number of
pension funds have designed investment policies that utilize the global Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) framework to make such investments. Regardless of the label, these are
investments in the real economy that have the potential to offer solid financial returns as well as
achieve positive ESG impacts. Characteristics of alternative investments:

In light of these characteristics, trustees should seek a
thorough rationale from their pension funds’ internal
staff and/or external consultants to justify an allocation
to alternative investments. Such a rationale should
include a careful consideration of the risk–return
attributes of each of the sub-asset classes within
alternative investments before committing pension
assets to them. 
 
In this mini-book, we discuss the alternative investment
sub-asset classes of real estate, private equity, and
infrastructure, and provide examples of responsible
investment strategies for each. An accompanying
webinar provides insights by leaders and experts on the
role and scope of responsible alternative investments
by pension funds.
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- Kirsten Snow Spalding,

Ceres California Director

 

OUR  P ENS I ON S  CAN  BE  PAR TNER S  W I TH

GOVERNMEN T  PO L I C Y  MAKER S  AND

PUB L I C  I N V E S TMEN T S  TO  BU I L D

A F FORDAB L E  WORKER  HOUS I NG ,

E F F E C T I V E  AND  E F F I C I EN T  PUB L I C

T RANSPOR TA T I ON ,  ENERGY  E F F I C I EN T

BU I L D I NG S ,  I N F RA S T RUC TURE  THA T  W I L L

IMPROVE  COMMUN I T I E S ’  RE S I L I E NC Y  I N

TH E  F AC E  OF  C L IMA T E  CHANGE ,  S EA

L E V E L  R I S E  AND  CA TA S T ROPH I C

WEA THER  E V EN T S .

Long-term nature of alternative investment sub-asset classes of real estate and infrastructure, for
example, aligns well with the long-term nature of pension fund liabilities
 
Limited correlation with the traditional asset classes of stock, bonds, and cash
 
Provide important diversification benefits to pension investment portfolios
 
Risk potential is higher than traditional investments
 
Some alternative investments, such as certain types of private equity, real estate, and infrastructure,
can be quite illiquid
 
The fiduciary duty of managing expenses can also be more difficult with alternative 
investments. External manager fee structures can be opaque, with often very high management fee
 
Since such investments are generally traded infrequently, historical data on the risks and returns for
alternative investments is limited



Alternative Investments and Their Application
to Responsible Investment Strategies
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While pension funds must provide a good rate of return, these trusts have long-term horizons.  There are, in
fact, growing financial incentives, an increasing sense of fiduciary duty, and specific legal directives to invest
responsibly, and that includes alternative investments.  The 2015 U.S. Department of Labor pension
guidance on legality of economically targeted investments (ETIs) recommitted to investments that produce
“collateral benefits,” targeting investments in business, affordable housing, sustainable energy and similar
concerns that yield good jobs and benefit residents (Century Foundation). ETIs are investments that provide
risk-adjusted market rates of return, while providing additional benefits to a targeted geographic target area.
 
Joining many other countries, the U.S. DOL ETI ruling also encouraged investors to consider environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) matters in their investments. In the United States and globally, state and
national pension funds, banks, and corporations have signed on to the UN Principles of Responsible
Investment (PRI), which now has around 2,000 signatories representing nearly $80 trillion in assets.
 
Pension funds can make investments in alternatives in ways that positively impact each of the “E,” “S,” and
“G” goals of their investment portfolio. These impacts include, but are not limited to:

E S G
Investing in and growing

sustainable enterprises and

sectors 

Utilizing green and LEED

building construction practices

and Global Real Estate

Sustainability Benchmark

(GRESB) principles in real

estate

Deploying efficient and

renewable energy and

transportation practices 

Modernizing older industries

through waste and pollution

reduction, and improving air and

water quality 

Furthering sustainable and

smart growth transit-oriented

development strategies

Creating or retaining good jobs,

including increased training and

apprenticeships for union

members and residents

Providing fair wages and

benefits, and ensuring safe and

fair working conditions 

Employing responsible

contractor policies and card

check neutrality, and furthering

project labor agreements (PLAs)

to ensure that workers have a

voice on the job 

Investing in affordable workforce

and multifamily housing 

Supporting responsible, high-

road supply chains; avoiding

low-road offshoring/ outsourcing

Promoting good corporate

governance practices in

privately held companies 

Ensuring an alignment of

interests between general

partners and limited partners 

Seeking transparency and

disclosure of alternative

investment performance and

fees

Diversifying and re-energizing

boards by adding workers,

women, and people of color



Real Estate: 
Rebuilding Cities
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For institutional investors, real estate
investments range from direct investments in
residential and commercial rental properties to
pooled investments in real estate private
equity and mutual funds, publicly traded or non-
traded real estate investments trusts (REITs),
and mortgage-backed securities.
 
Real estate investments can be further
categorized into property development and
redevelopment investments. The latter may
include the purchase of “distressed or under-
valued properties for enhancement and holding
or resale,” offering great potential for the
inclusion of ESG factors.
 
As an alternative asset class, real estate
investments have a low correlation with
traditional asset classes. In addition, real estate
investments complement traditional stock and
bond investments within the total portfolio by
providing bond-like predictable income (rent)
and equity-like growth (capital appreciation).
Given a higher correlation with inflation, real
estate investments also offer inflation
protection. However, because of their
specialized nature, both direct and pooled real
estate investments can result in high
investment management fees.

Building trades pension funds have long
invested in real estate projects, creating
housing and good jobs for union members and
other citizens while generating returns for the
funds’ investments. These projects have
included new construction and renovations of:
•   Affordable and workforce housing 
•   Special needs housing, such as for the
elderly and students 
•   Multifamily housing and multi-use facilities 
•   Commercial real estate, such as hotels and
industrial and office buildings
•   Hospitals, retirement centers, and assisted
living facilities 
•   Warehouses and industrial parks 
 
As the scope of responsible investments has
broadened to include a wide range of ESG
impacts, pioneer pension funds have
maintained the pace by not only investing in
much-needed social real estate, such as low-
income housing, and creating good jobs, but
also reviving our nation’s urban centers while
utilizing green building technologies. In
addition, investors are now paying greater
attention to governance measures such as
transparency in real estate investments, and
studies predict larger pay-offs from investments
in sectors and regions that improve on such
metrics.

Why make responsible real estate investments?
Responsible real estate investments offer opportunities to create and sustain positive
impacts across the ESG spectrum alongside the potential for competitive and tangible

financial benefits to investors. This is because such investments:

Represent hard assets that are built in a physical environment
Have longer holding periods for direct investments and non-traded REITs that
align with the long-term nature of pension investments
Meet expectations for long-term, predictable income



Real Estate:
Responsible Investment Opportunities
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The UN’s Principles for Responsible Investments (PRI) has defined responsible investments in real
estate that recognize ESG considerations along with financial objectives as responsible property
investments. Such investments go beyond minimum real estate construction requirements to
include, for example, strategies such as good labor agreements, energy efficiency and resource
conservation. 
 
For pension fund investors engaging in responsible real estate or infrastructure investments, an
important element is the development and enforcement of a responsible contractor policy (RCP) that
protects labor interests. As such, pension funds should aim to work with those managers who can
assist in the implementation of the fund’s RCP or who maintain their own RCP. Some examples of
responsible real estate investment opportunities include:

Urban Revitalization
There is a strong interest to invest in the revival of America’s urban centers and town squares, as economic,
demographic, and resource shifts bring young, working, and retired people alike back to cities and towns.
This revival is targeting transit-oriented, walkable, service-rich, opportunity-dense communities with access to
arts, education, and green spaces. Such revitalization “may create a healthy environment that improves real
estate values across whole neighborhoods and increases tenant satisfaction and economic activity in
commercial and residential real estate alike.”

Green Building Construction & Operation
A green building incorporates environmental and health concerns and resource efficiencies throughout its
life-cycle. Green building technologies provide responsible pension fund investors with opportunities to lower
consumption of resources and increase operational efficiencies that can over time translate into better returns
on investments. According to a 2010 UNEP FI study, the green construction market in the U.S.A. generated
$173 billion in GDP, supported over 2.4 million jobs, and provided nearly $123 billion in earnings to labor
between the years 2000 and 2008.

Union-based job creation
Responsible real estate investments can create good union-based jobs that in turn participate in creating
affordable housing and providing economic stimulus to local communities. Such jobs should support “fair
labor practices, responsible contractor policies, and enhanced health and safety policies (that) may improve
labor performance, mitigate against health problems and corporate reputation risks, and reduce the negative
social externalities associated with poor labor practices.” For example, four pension-capitalized fixed
income/real estate funds (AFL-CIO HIT, AFL-CIO BIT, ULLICO, and MEPT) invested nearly $22 billion in
responsible property investments between 1995 and 2010, creating 161,083 job years, according to a report
from the American Rights at Work Education Fund.

Affordable Housing Development
Responsible real estate investments can fill capital gaps in areas that otherwise might not be funded, such as
workforce and low-income housing. Further, funding partnerships can be forged with governments and other
like-minded investors to secure guarantees and lessen risk.

Energy Efficiency
Buildings, through their construction, use, maintenance, and demolition, contribute up to 30% to global
annual GHG emissions and consume up to 40% of all energy. Investments in energy efficiency
improvements that can lower these emissions may result in operational cost savings that may in turn improve
rental yields, reduce vacancies, and lead to higher capital values on real estate investments.
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RESPONSIBLE REAL ESTATE PROFILE

The Multi-Employer Property Trust (MEPT)
fund was established in the early 1980s with a
commitment to achieving strong risk-adjusted
returns for its pension fund investors while also
using 100% signatory contractors and union
labor on all of its buildings. Over the years,
MEPT’s strategy has evolved to include a
commitment to sustainability, and the fund is a
recognized leader in responsible property
investing. MEPT invests in commercial real
estate properties including multifamily, office,
industrial, and retail assets. The fund currently
owns approximately $8.6 billion in gross
assets, all of which are managed responsibly in
order to create a stable income stream and
long-term value for its investors.
 
MEPT’s primary focus is on achieving strong
investment returns. However, responsible
investing has always been a key part of
MEPT’s investment strategy; the fund’s
management team believes that ESG benefits,
if properly applied to an investment, improve
asset performance and lower investment risk.
Accordingly, every asset that MEPT considers
is vetted for ESG performance and
enhancement opportunities.
 
Specifically, MEPT applies a responsible
contractor policy to all of its investments,
requiring the use of 100% signatory contractors
and union labor on any construction that the
fund pays for, including base building
construction, tenant improvements, and capital
expenditures. Since its founding in 1982, MEPT
has created over 218 million job hours in the
markets where it has invested. MEPT is the
largest open-end real estate fund with this
stringent of a responsible contractor policy. In
addition, beginning in the 1990s, MEPT
recognized that building and maintaining
properties that are efficient and sustainable 

creates a competitive advantage in terms of
attracting high-quality tenants, improves net
operating income, and protects against
obsolescence. As such, MEPT invests in
development assets that are designed to
achieve LEED silver certification or better, and
its operating portfolio is included in the U.S.
Green Building Council (USGBC) LEED
certification program and benchmarked to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Energy Star program. As a result, MEPT owns
10 million square feet of LEED-certified and
Energy Star-labeled properties.
 
MEPT’s investment approach has placed the
fund at the top of the GRESB survey rankings
for the last several years, along with Bentall
Kennedy, METP's parent company. In addition,
Bentall Kennedy has received the Energy Star
Partner of the Year award for the last five
years.

Multi-Employer Property Trust
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The modern shift toward targeted investments of workers’ capital as a responsible investment
strategy started in 1960 when Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and AFL-CIO President George Meany met
and proposed that the AFL-CIO invest pension assets in housing at the grass-roots level as a way to
ease the urban crisis in the U.S. Since the mid-1960s, union and construction pension plans, as well
as public plans, have capitalized fixed income and alternative investments in rebuilding cities,
creating hundreds of thousands of good jobs.
 
Today, the AFL-CIO Housing Investment Trust (HIT) is an open-end mutual fund that makes
responsible fixed-income investments. The HIT’s mission is to generate competitive risk-adjusted
fixed-income returns by investing primarily in multifamily mortgage-backed securities, while providing
affordable and workforce housing and creating union construction jobs. The HIT has applied
responsible practices to its investments since inception in 1984 as a successor to the AFL-CIO
Mortgage Investment Trust (MIT) fund. Since inception, the HIT has invested over $10 billion (in
current dollars) and grown to over $6 billion in net assets.  Together, with its Building America CDE,
it has financing 102,000 units of housing units nationwide (mostly affordable), creating 77,000 union
construction jobs. HIT has also established apprenticeship pipelines for local minority residents in
several cities.
 
Recently, HIT has developed a $1.2 billion investment strategy targeting the US industrial Heartland.
The HIT’s MidWest@Work is designed to spur economic development and job creation in areas
hardest hit by job losses in the manufacturing sector.  The strategy addresses many issues caused
by the Midwest’s economic decline since the 1970s, namely job loss, blighted abandoned housing,
and scarcity of investment capital.
 
MidWest@Work will work to reverse these trends through three avenues:

RESPONSIBLE REAL ESTATE PROFILE

$1 billion for the development of 60 multi-family housing projects
$157 million to finance the repair of more than 1,000 homes in five cities
$100 million in pre-development and bridge loans to fund 25 commercial, industrial or housing
transactions through the Economic Development Fund (EDF), a new collective investment trust
concentrating on housing, economic and community development

Some of Midwest@Work's more interesting
investments include an inclusive housing
retrofit project in Detroit, a woman-owned
manufacturing facility in Detroit and Toledo,
and an industrial training facility in Buffalo
(pictured right).

AFL-CIO Housing Investment Trust



Private equity investments entail equity and/or
debt investments in nonpublic companies (or,
sometimes, buyouts of public companies that
results in a delisting). Private equity firms
provide expertise and capital to the companies
in which they invest and typically have a
measure of control in the management of the
investee companies. When private equity
investments lead to the growth of innovative
firms, provide good investment returns, and
create and retain good jobs, for example, they
can be an attractive investment strategy for
responsible pension fund investors.
 
The managers of private equity firms are known
as general partners (GPs). Investors, including
pension funds, are called limited partners (LPs).
Private equity investments tend to be risky but
may provide higher returns than traditional
asset classes. Such investments also tend to
be relatively illiquid, with holding periods for
portfolio companies typically between three and
seven years. In addition, the fee structure can
be very costly, generally based on a “2 and 20”
model charged by most private equity firms and
hedge funds. In this fee model, firms charge a
flat management fee of 2% of total asset value
(invested and committed capital) as well as an
additional 20%  on any profits earned. More
recently, the fee structure has been reduced by
some firms
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Private Equity:
Renewing the Industrial Commons

There are many characteristics inherent to private equity investments that are conducive to ESG considerations. These include:

A "stakeholder business" practice that empowers and shares prosperity with workers
A business model that is focused on identifying and generating operational improvements, efficiencies, and
cost savings
An active ownership model that can make private equity investments agents of positive change and corporate
governance
A distinct focus on reputation and brand
A culture of innovation that can help support the development of industries that are more sustainable (such as
renewable energy) as global trends force a transition away from traditional industries (such as coal)
An inherent desire for product differentiation and innovation, such that ESG-related strengths can act as a
competitive advantage for portfolio companies
Ability to develop symbiotic relationships where one company’s waste materials can be another company’s raw
materials
Longer-term investment horizon that aims for value creation rather than short-term profit maximization (with the
exclusion, generally, of the extreme 1980's-era LBO model)

after coming under pressure from investors,
particularly in the aftermath of the 2007-2008
financial crisis. 
 
Private equity investments refer to a variety of
products and strategies including venture
capital, growth capital, mezzanine financing,
leveraged buyouts, special situation financing,
and fund of funds investment products.

As the PRI notes in its guide to investment in
private equity: 
Private equity has a long-term investment
horizon, with the GP bridging the gap between
company management and its beneficial
owners. At its best, private equity is a
stewardship-based style of investment and
should benefit from increased focus on ESG
issues. Responsible investment should be seen
as a natural step for private equity investors. ...
While an LP [i.e., the investor] cannot make, or
materially influence, specific investment
decisions, a distinction can be made between
influencing a decision and influencing a
decision-making process. As a result, in
dispatching its fiduciary duties, an LP should
monitor and, where necessary, engage a GP
[i.e., the private equity firm] about the policies,
systems and resources used to identify, assess
and make investment decisions, including ESG
risk management.

Why make responsible private equity investments?



Responsible ESG considerations can be applied across private equity strategies, such as through
venture capital that supports innovative solutions to social and environmental problems, mid-level
and mezzanine financing that helps such solutions grow to scale, and buyouts of public companies
that may offer the potential to improve performance through the integration of ESG considerations
within the acquired company. 
 
ESG considerations may be incorporated into private equity investments in the same way as active
ESG screens are applied to public equity investments. Given the fact that labor's pensions own a
loyalty to worker "beneficiaries," LPS must ensure that GPs will be "worker-friendly." As such,
investors may choose to focus on those funds that invest in companies with good wages and
benefits, good environmental practices, and good governance practices.
 
Trustees can choose to make private equity investments that include one or more of the following
responsible investment strategies:
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Private Equity:
Responsible Investment Opportunities

Geographically targeted investments
As with real estate investments, private equity investments can be targeted to support urban and economic
revitalization in neighborhoods that are “ready for redevelopment, but [where] information asymmetry and
market biases have prevented private equity funds from taking advantage of opportunities that exist for
market-rate investments that have particularly beneficial side effects”.

Worker-oriented investments
These investments can be targeted toward private equity firms and investee companies that view workers as
valuable assets and that seek to ensure that worker interests are protected regardless of the private equity
investment stage or strategy. In the case of investments in real estate and infrastructure, pension funds can
stress fair labor practices, worker health and safety, and neutrality and card check provisions, among other
labor concerns. Investors should also encourage worker participation and other practices that can lead to
higher productivity. Why not seat workers on company boards such as many successful German firms do?

Theme-based investments 
Such investments are made in sectors and industries that employ market-based business models to achieve
one or more ESG-related mission. These may include private equity investments in cleantech and renewable
energy, waste management, water scarcity, investments in under-served communities, ESG-supported
supply chain management, infrastructure, sustainable agriculture, responsible real estate, and responsible
emerging market investments.

Minority-supportive investments 
Such investments may support private equity firms that promote diversity goals (such as toward women and
minorities) in the hiring, management, and ownership practices of investee companies so as to create
positive spillover effects in the form of jobs, stable tax bases, and a healthier economic and social climate.
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RESPONSIBLE PRIVATE EQUITY PROFILES

A private market advisory and fund of funds investment management firm, and signatory to the PRI,
Hamilton Lane represents a number of worker-friendly pension investors. The firm advises nearly
$409b in assets, in addition to holding more than $58 billion in discretionary assets under
management—about a quarter of the latter is on behalf of multi-employer pension funds.
 
Mario Giannini, CEO, notes that the firm has always been very attentive to labor relations and to the
need to treat workers well as part of its investment process. The firm believes that if it can get both
sides of an industry, i.e., management and labor, to agree to cooperate, the result is a win–win. The
firm has also been active in promoting good governance and in building communication and trust
between GPs and LPs. In addition, the firm engages in environmental sustainability, thereby
including each of the “E,” “S,” and “G” considerations in its investment decisions. As such, all of the
firm’s managed assets—not just those represented by multi-employer pension investors—are
viewed through the lens of responsible investments as a PRI signatory. The firm also supports
responsible investments among clients in its advisory practice. 
 
One of the important initiatives the firm has undertaken to increase the share of responsible
investments has been to bring together GPs and LPs, including many union leaders, for an annual
conference. The conference has led to increased engagement among the investment management,
pension fund, and labor community around mutually advantageous outcomes.

Stellex Capital Management is a new private equity firm that invests in middle-market companies.
Investor have deep operational experience in their target industries with a history of working
productively with stakeholders, lenders, and labor groups. The industry investments focus on
manufacturing, industrial and business services, government services, distribution and
transportation, automotive, and consumer products. With assets of over $100 million, Stellex
specializes in buyouts, turnarounds, recapitalization, and sector consolidations. Stellex seeks to
identify and deploy capital in opportunities that have the potential to provide stability, improvement,
and growth for its portfolio companies.

Stellex Capital Management

Pegasus Capital Advisors is a responsible private equity fund manager that began in 1996 and
currently manages $2 billion in assets. The firm’s investment thesis is focused on growth companies
that are creating alternative business models in light of a global resource scarcity. Such companies
can profit from the potential business opportunities around reducing waste, improving resource
efficiency, and implementing the highest standards of ESG principles. As a PRI signatory, the firm
believes that a focus on ESG principles improves the bottom line for its investors and portfolio
companies and acts as a significant risk mitigator. The firm also recognizes the need for a thoughtful
approach to labor’s role, i.e., the “S” in the ESG, in successfully accessing and implementing the
above-mentioned opportunities. 

Pegasus Capital Advisors

Hamilton Lane



KPS Capital Partners manages the KPS Special Situations Funds, a family of private equity funds
with about $6 billion in assets under management. The funds take controlling equity positions in
distressed companies across a range of manufacturing industries.
 
Unlike many so-called turnaround private equity firms that strip and flip target companies for a quick
profit, KPS sees itself as a “constructive” investor that takes a long-term approach and seeks to align
the interests of management, employees, and all stakeholders in facing challenging operational
situations.
 
The firm believes that a “commitment of significant time and resources, in conjunction with
professional turnaround experience, is required to unlock the value of non-core, underperforming, or
distressed businesses.” The firm works with investors and companies who recognize that building
sustainable equity value takes time and patience, leading to turnarounds that have resulted in the
retention or creation of nearly 40,000 jobs.
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RESPONSIBLE PRIVATE EQUITY PROFILE

KPS CAPITAL PARTNERS, LP
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Blue Wolf Capital Partners is a private equity firm that takes controlling investments of $10 million or
more in middle-market companies facing complex situations involving various stakeholders or
financial, operational, or governance distress. The firm has approximately $1.2 billion in assets under
management, all of which are invested responsibly.
 
They specialize in control investments in middle market companies, and work collaboratively to build
value for stakeholders and generate superior returns through effective management of complex
relationships between business, customers, employees, unions, regulators and the communities
where they do business.
 
Blue Wolf integrates ESG risk assessments into its investment process because it believes that
responsible investments can help reduce portfolio risk, improve risk-adjusted rates of return, and add
value to portfolio companies in a sustainable way. 
 
Blue Wolf is a founding signatory to the PRI. The firm is actively engaged in promoting the
integration of ESG in private equity markets through its role in the PRI’s Private Equity Committee,
which is focused on helping interested firms (GPs) and their investors (LPs) navigate responsible
investment implementation and reporting.

RESPONSIBLE PRIVATE EQUITY PROFILE

BLUE WOLF CAPITAL PARTNERS, LLC



Infrastructure represents the “basic physical systems of a business or nation.” Infrastructure
investments can be grouped into the following broad categories: energy (power generation, storage,
and distribution, and gas pipe-lines); transportation (roads, seaports, airports, railways, bridges, and
parking); water (water networks, sewage facilities, and desalination plants); communication (cable,
telecom, and satellites); social infrastructure (schools, hospitals, social housing, courts, and prisons).
Pension and other institutional investments in infrastructure can be made directly or indirectly.
 
Direct investments are project-based investments that allow investors to have greater control over
the underlying asset. However, direct investments require specialized knowledge based on project
type and are riskier because of larger capital allocations to a limited number of projects. The
California Public Employee Retirement System (CalPERS) and Canadian pension plans (such as
the Canadian Pension Plan Investment Board [CPPIB]) have made many direct infrastructure
investments that also included an assessment of ESG factors during the investment due diligence
and monitoring process.
 
Indirect investments in unlisted infrastructure are investments in private infrastructure companies or
sub-sectors such as renewable energy. Investments in such assets are generally made through
closed-end or open-end private equity funds that offer investors access to specialized knowledge
and investment efficiencies. The downside of such investments include private equity-style high fees
and short holding periods that are mismatched with the long-term nature of pension funds. However,
there has been a growth in successful responsible infrastructure funds in the U.S.A., Australia, and
Canada that have primarily been born out of a demand by pension funds.
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Infrastructure:
Growing the Clean Economy

The Infrastructure Investment Gap
An article in The Economist pointed to the lack of adequate attention to infrastructure assets from investors and

money managers, who have “shied away, scared by the scale, complexity and political risk involved”.
Investments in emerging markets exacerbate these risks for foreign investors. Currently, only 0.8% of global

pension capital is allocated to infrastructure investments, and there is an estimated trillion-dollar gap annually in
global spending on basic infrastructure.

 
In the U.S.A., infrastructure has been primarily financed through public debt offerings, which is the cheapest
and most efficient source of funding, according to pension consultant Allan Emkin. However, recent financial
crises and a lack of political consensus have shrunk this financing source, resulting in public infrastructure
spending levels that are at a 20-year low. In its 2017 Report Card, the American Society of Civil Engineers

estimated that $4.6 trillion is needed in infrastructure investments by 2025 to fill deficits in the nation’s water
systems, roads and bridges, electric grids, and social and civic infrastructure.

 
As noted in a report by the UN Principals of Responsible Investment (PRI), according to a 2016 study by

McKinsey, governments and private investors need to fill a $90 trillion infrastructure funding gap to meet the
world’s development needs over the next 15 years.  The development of low-carbon energy and transportation
infrastructure is a commitment of 131 countries which pledged to dramatically reduce their carbon footprint, as
part of the Paris Climate Agreement at COP21.  The PRI assets that it is vital that future infrastructure projects

are both sustainable and climate resilient.  Global governing bodies are exploring how to direct more
institutional investment into infrastructure.



Increasing gaps in infrastructure spending present a big investment opportunity for private capital
Infrastructure investments provide stable and attractive long-term returns
In its report on alternative investments, the PRI pointed to significant growth in institutional investors’
allocations to infrastructure—approximately 370% over the three years until 2011. This growth has
been coincidental with the fact that infrastructure investments also have significant impacts on the
local economy
Pension funds and their investment managers are seeking ways to integrate ESG considerations into
infrastructure investments
Mega-trends such as population growth and climate change have made imperative the need for
greater and smarter investments in infrastructure that are socially conscious, ethically developed,
and/or utilize renewable resources
The recent credit crunch and large government budget deficits have necessitated the need for private
capital to fill the spending gap to update a country’s crumbling infrastructure while boosting the
economy, creating jobs, and engaging in sustainable development
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Infrastructure:
Growing the Clean Economy

Another type of indirect investment is investments in listed infrastructure – i.e. investments in publicly
traded securities or debt of companies that own and/or operate infrastructure assets. Investments in
listed infrastructure are usually accessed through pooled funds. Listed infrastructure investments
offer diversification benefits across sectors, liquidity, and greater access to institutional investors of
all sizes. However, because listed investments track the general equity/bond market, they have
higher correlation with public equities and bonds, and may offer lower diversification benefits at the
portfolio level. Such funds may also have complex management and fee structures. 
 
Infrastructure investments can also be classified as early stage, growth stage, or late stage. Early-
stage or “greenfield” investments include new developments that initially offer little or no revenue;
growth-stage investments include expansion projects or privatizations of existing assets with some
operating track record; and late-stage or “brownfield” investments include mature assets with a
proven revenue stream.
 
Infrastructure investments are characterized as having long life-spans (usually 20–25 years or
more), thus providing a natural alignment with the long-term liabilities of pension funds. Overall,
infrastructure investments provide diversification benefits given their lower correlation with other
asset classes. Such investments offer stable and attractive long-term returns and act as an inflation
hedge. Many infrastructure assets also have a built-in ESG component—often projects, particularly
greenfield ones, involve early environmental and social assessments to meet legal and regulatory
requirements and prevent future litigation risks.

Why make responsible infrastructure investments?



Direct investments provide the best chance for quickly incorporating ESG issues into the investment
policies and procedures for infrastructure investments. For pension funds not able to access or not
wanting to make direct investments, there are opportunities to make indirect investments in external
investment managers that apply responsible strategies. 
 
As when investing responsibly in real estate and private equity, trustees can undertake responsible
infrastructure investments that focus on one or more of the following strategies:
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Infrastructure:
Responsible Investment Opportunities

Cleantech Infrastructure
This includes investments in renewable sources of energy such as biomass, geothermal, solar, hydro,
and/or wind-based infrastructure assets. In 2018, renewable sources of energy accounted for about
11% of the U.S.A.’s total energy consumption and 17% of its electricity generation. In terms of dollar
allocations, a 2012 report by the Brookings Institution estimated the Obama administration spent more
than $150 billion on cleantech infrastructure (including $100 billion in renewable energy alone) for
2009–14, more than three times the levels between 2002 and 2008. The report estimated that this
level of federal spending would leverage $327–622 billion in cumulative public- and private-sector
investments in cleantech for the same time-period.

Traditional Infrastructure
Such investments involve the development of roads, railways, ports, and other transportation
infrastructure that pay fair wages for fair work and have met material environmental and community
impact assessments. These are typically much more expensive and long-lasting investments which are
more appropriate for muni-bond financing.

Green Infrastructure
Per the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), green infrastructure: “uses vegetation, soils,
and other elements and practices to restore some of the natural processes required to manage water
and create healthier urban environments”. Essentially, green infrastructure investments involve
opportunities that explore the potential of urban green spaces in adapting cities to climate change. In
addition to investment opportunities, the operation and maintenance of green infrastructure present a
significant opportunity to create entry-level jobs in the green sector.

Investments in sustainable materials
Materials used in the construction of real estate and infrastructure investments can have significant
environmental and social impacts. Investment opportunities in this area may include the utilization of
new types of concrete and pavement material, for example, that are more durable and environmentally
friendly, translating into both operational efficiencies and better ESG risk management.

Infrastructure investment partnerships
These are specific detailed agreements to invest private capital and/or public funding, allocating risks,
benefits, and costs among multiple parties engaged in the development, expansion, and/or retrofit of
environmental, social, transportation, and other public infrastructure.

In addition to the above, the PRI’s report on "Responsible Investment in Infrastructure: A Compendium of Case Studies"
gives investors and their managers additional practical examples on how to make responsible infrastructure investments.



The UIF is managed by ULLICO, the only labor-owned insurance and investment company in the
USA. The fund has raised nearly $1 billion, primarily from pension fund investors, and completed 10
investments totaling $500 million in projects for water, wind, solar facilities, and other energy projects
all over the U.S. Like other investment products offered by ULLICO, the UIF has been designed with
the aim to deliver attractive and competitive returns to investors.
 
As an ERISA fiduciary, the firm prudently invests assets with the goal of optimizing investment
performance. At the same time, The UIF does not believe that there is a trade-off between ESG
benefits and financial returns. In addition, unlike traditional private equity firms, UIF invests for the
long term, approaching investments in infrastructure assets as public goods that are not meant to be
traded frequently.
 
One of the largest projects in Ullico's portfolio is the Springbok 1 & 2 solar farm in Kern County,
California. The project created signficant union construction jobs benefiting the local community
where the unemployment rate was about 10% at the time. Adding local electricians to the pool of
hires for the projects achieved outstanding results. Jim Elrod from the International Brotherwhood of
Electrical Workers (IBEW) Local 428 noted, "Nearly 200 of the 250 IBEW workers on the projects
were hired locally from Kern County and many of the new hires have since been invited to join our
apprenticeship program. We believe projects like Springbok can be a great economic driver for the
local community while creating good unions jobs for our members."
 
A fundamental part of the UIF’s investment objective is the inclusion of a strong responsible
contractor policy (RCP). The policy covers union construction, union operations, and union sourcing
for materials used in the construction of the project. The UIF claims to honor preexisting collective
bargaining agreements and its RCP also includes neutrality agreements that allow workers to
organize without interference.
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RESPONSIBLE INFRASTRUCTURE PROFILE

ULLICO, UIF

Springbok Solar Farms, Kern County, CA



About GCM Grosvenor
Established in 1971 and headquartered in Chicago, GCM Grosvenor is a
global alternative asset management firm with over $53 billion in assets
under management(1) in hedge fund strategies, private equity, infrastructure,
real estate and multi-asset class solutions. It is one of the largest, most
diversified independent alternative asset management firms worldwide, with
over 500 employees in offices spanning the globe. GCM Grosvenor recently
launched its Labor Impact Infrastructure investment strategy that seeks to
leverage its capability as a leading alternative asset manager with unique
and dedicated resources to execute on the strategy.
 
Defining Labor Impact Investing
Labor Impact Investing is an investment in infrastructure that relies on a
collaboration with union labor to unlock infrastructure opportunities and seek
to generate high quality risk-adjusted returns while creating an enduring
positive impact on organized labor. This investment approach is underpinned
by a belief that a pro-labor agenda is a valuable precondition for generating
attractive risk-adjusted returns.
 
Labor Due Diligence
To execute on Labor Impact Investments, the GCM Grosvenor Labor Impact
team performs both traditional investment due diligence, as well as labor and
government due diligence. Both diligence processes are executed by teams
with unique expertise in investment, labor and government. This holistic
evaluation focuses on the investment’s potential impact on organized labor
and its ability to advance the labor movement and be accretive to the
investment.
 
The Labor Impact Infrastructure Responsible Contractor Policy
The Labor Impact Infrastructure strategy’s Responsible Contractor Policy is
the guiding force that provides the foundation for partnerships with organized
labor and signatory contractors.  The policy was developed in collaboration
with various organizations, including North America’s Building Trades Unions
(NABTU).  Some of the principles of the Labor Impact Responsible
Contractor Policy include:
•   Open and competitive bidding for signatory contractors
•   Promotion of Project Labor Agreements
•   Recognition of workers’ rights and public employees
•   Advanced notice to national and local building trade associations
•   Strong enforcement capabilities
 
Learn more about GCM Grosvenor’s commitment to responsible investing
and ESG themes at gcmgrosvenor.com/responsible-investing.
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LABOR IMPACT INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY PROFILE

GCM Grosvenor

Capital can, and
should, be invested to
both drive return and
align with the values
and goals of its
owners.
Organized labor and
collective bargaining
are fundamentally
good for society and
the economy.
Capital aligned with
purpose and expertise
creates opportunity
and can enhance
returns for North
America infrastructure
investments.

Three key tenets to GCM
Grosvenor’s Labor
Impact Investment
philosophy:
 

 

(1) As of December 31, 2018.
Investments in alternatives are speculative and involve substantial risk, including strategy risks, manager risks, market risks, and structural/operational risks, and may result in the
possible loss of your entire investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The views expressed are for informational purposes only and are not intended to
serve as a forecast, a guarantee of future results, investment recommendations or an offer to buy or sell securities by GCM Grosvenor. All expressions of opinion are subject to change
without notice in reaction to shifting market, economic, or political conditions. The investment strategies mentioned are not personalized to your financial circumstances or investment
objectives, and differences in account size, the timing of transactions and market conditions prevailing at the time of investment may lead to different results.
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Workers' capital should be invested in ways that lead to sustainable growth in the real economy,
spurring businesses and jobs, not in ways that extract or hollow out the value of long-standing
profitable companies, arbitrarily shedding jobs in the process (see our mini-book Corporate
Governance where we provide an example using Timken Steel). Workers' capital should help build
housing and civic properties that improve communities, not invest in exotic real estate securities that
undermine household financial security. Workers' capital should be invested in ways that improve
the environment, not in ways that create toxic externalities that harm workers, our communities and
the climate.
 
Instead of responsibly engaging in alternative investments, however, consultants, managers, and
trustees have often taken on riskier and short-term positions in this asset class. Indeed, looking back
on the 2007-2008 financial crisis, it became obvious that some of the practices of alternative
investment vehicles contributed to the market crash, severely challenging the funding levels of
retirement systems in America and globally.
 
As discussed in this mini-book, alternative investments exhibit certain unique characteristics that
make them very suitable for responsible investment strategies. However, the specialized knowledge
required to make these investments, alongside limited or skewed data available on their
performance, requires trustees to place greater reliance on consultants, investment managers, and
other experts in the investment value chain. As a result, trustees might wonder, “How can I tell a
consultant (or money manager, lawyer, etc.) what to do when they know so much more than I do?” 
 
When such doubts arise, trustees should bear in mind that, even though they may have to rely on
external experts to make these investments, it is the trustees who control the decision of hiring and
monitoring these experts. As such, trustees need to be able to ask some hard questions of these
experts, particularly as it relates to responsible alternative investments. 
 
The allocation of workers’ capital to alternative investments should be a strategy that aligns pension
assets with the long-term nature of pension liabilities alongside achieving positive economic and
ESG impacts. On the next page we summarize thoughtful approaches trustees can take and
questions they can ask, zeroing in on three “hot” issues in the field.

Protecting Participants and Beneficiaries
When Investing in Alternatives
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Thoughtful Alternative Approaches

Understand the impacts of the investment managers decisions on workers, the
community, and the environment.
In private equity investments, for example, have investment managers report back on
labor practices of investee companies; ask whether the employees of investee
companies are covered by collective bargaining agreements, and if not, why not;
perhaps determine how many jobs have been created and how many eliminated over a
certain number of years.
In real estate and infrastructure investments, for example, explore whether certain
protections are in place for the public and working citizens, including responsible
contractor policies, card check neutrality, anti-privatization policies, opt-out, and other
provisions that could be used to protect both the pension fund’s investments and the
interests of its participants and beneficiaries. In addition, ask whether the investments
will prioritize green building methods and other energy-efficient approaches.
With regards to governance issues, conduct a review of the transparency and
governance requirements of alternative investment vehicles and the underlying
investment.

Ensuring positive economic and ESG impacts

Approach with prudence the
extraordinarily large fees and investment
opacity that exist among some
alternative investment managers and
vehicles.
Conduct comparative fee shopping when
researching alternative investment
managers.
Negotiate with managers to reduce fees.

Managing Fees and Expenses

Work with or internal staff or external
consultants, if using, to help identify
responsible investment managers.
Conduct a thorough due diligence of the
managers and vehicles they have pre-
screened.
Look for concrete examples of projects the
managers have invested in, including
information on expected or achieved
financial returns and ESG impacts.
Focus on managers that take a long-term
approach to responsible alternative
investing.

Selecting Responsible 

   Investment Managers

1 2 3
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All material is referenced in The Responsible Investor Handbook. Additional resources for
updated information in this mini-book are listed below:
 
Century Foundation - Page 2
https://tcf.org/content/report/revitalizing-americas-manufacturing-communities/#easy-footnote-
bottom-125
 
USSIF
https://www.ussif.org/files/2018%20_Trends_OnePager_Alternatives(3).pdf
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